Attendees:

Team:
Carlos Raul Gutierrez, Megan Richards, Calvin Browne, Fabro Stiebel, Laureen Kapin, Waudo Siganga, Kaili Kan, Jordyn Buchanan, Drew Bagley, Jamie Hedlund, Gaongalelwe Mosweu, Carlton Samuels

Observers: Zack Coleman

Staff: Jean-Baptiste Deroulez, Pamela Smith, Karen Mulberry, Antonietta Mangiacotti, Brian Aitchison, Eleeza Agopian, Alice Jansen

Apologies: David Taylor, Jonathan Zuck

Agenda:

a. Welcome, roll-call, SoI
b. ICANN59 agenda: Jean-Baptiste
c. Discussion on public comments received: CCTRT
   - General feedback around Recommendation #1: Jordyn
   - Cost/benefit analysis: Jordyn
   - Consumer Trust recommendations #12 #13 #14 #15: Laureen
   - Other
d. A.O.B.

Documents:
ICANN59 agenda

Recordings:
- Adobe Connect
- mp3

Chat Transcript: EN

Transcript: EN

Action Items:
ACTION ITEM:
Review the public comments (via excel sheet) and the comments themselves.
Formulate what questions you have for each entity that submitted a public comment

ACTION ITEM:
Jonathan, Jordyn, Laureen, Drew to assign review team members with recommendations to lead discussion on comments received in Johannesburg,